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P

ronunciation variation plays an important role in spontaneous speech. In this research,

the transformation function is adopted for the pronunciation variation modeling, and
articulatory features are also considered to predict pronunciation variation. Transformation
function is used to generate variation phones and to solve the problem of lacking phone
models in previous work. The problem for insufficient number of training data is solved by
clustering acoustic variations using articulatory features. In this work, we achieve the goal
of synthesizing spontaneous speech by generating pronunciation variations.
This research aims to: 1) importing transformation function into Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to model
pronunciation variations, and 2) predicting pronunciation using Decision Tree (DT).
Research Method
This approach proposed a systematic way to employs the Hidden Markov model (HMM), a multi-dimensional
linear regression model, as the transformation function to model the relationship between read speech and the
corresponding spontaneous speech with syllable contraction. With insufficient number of training data, the
obtained transformation functions are categorized using a decision tree (DT) based on linguistic and articulatory
features for better and efficient selection of suitable transformation function. Finally, the acoustic features of the
synthesized frame sequence are transformed based on the transformation functions and the spontaneous speech is
synthesized from the transformed features using the corresponding Mel log spectrum approximation (MLSA) filter.
Speech Pair Aliment
In general, spontaneous speech is uttered in a faster speaking rate compared to the read speech. To elucidate the
acoustic features of syllable contraction in spontaneous speech, this study adopts the dynamic time warping
(DTW) algorithm to align the read speech with the spontaneous speech with syllable contraction. The Euclidean
distance was adopted as the spectral distance measure in the DTW procedure. Fig. 2 shows the results of the
alignment using DTW between read speech of the word “這様/tʂɤ4iɑŋ4/” and the corresponding spontaneous
speech with syllable contraction “降/tɕiɑŋ4/”. The red line indicates the DTW alignment path. The oblique line
(part 1 of Fig. 1) shows the relationship mapping from read speech to spontaneous speech
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Figure 1 The alignment result using DTW

Transformation function proposed in this study is used to transform the speech sequence of read speech to the
corresponding spontaneous speech sequence with syllable contraction. A multi-dimensional linear regression
model is adopted as the transformation function to convert the feature vector sequence X of read speech to the
feature sequence Y of spontaneous speech with syllable contraction. The aligned feature vector sequences from the
source (read) speech X = x1, x2,…, xn and Y = y1, y2,…, yn from the target speech (spontaneous speech with
syllable contraction) are used as the parallel training data for transformation function construction. . This approach
adopts a linear transform to depict the dependency between the two feature vectors (Source x and Target y):
(1)
where A is the linear transformation matrix. The residual vector R represents the difference between the
transformed feature vector, AX, using the transformation matrix A and the target feature vector Y. The training
phase of the transformation functions employs an HMM , which is estimated by maximizing the likelihood
function of the joint distribution

to model the acoustic features of read speech and the corresponding
spontaneous speech with syllable contraction, as Fig. 3 shown.

Figure 2 The illustration of the linear transformation function
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Fig. 3 shows the operation of the state-based duration model, which can be constructed and integrated into the
conventional HMM-based TTS system. The ratio between source duration Lx and target duration Ly can be used to
scale the duration information. The duration of read speech can be linearly scaled to the duration of spontaneous
speech with syllable contraction.

Figure 3 An illustration of the HMM-based duration model

Pronunciation Variation Prediction Model
The decision tree was adopted to model the relationship between the linguistic/articulatory features and the
corresponding transformation functions. The transformation functions and duration scaling ratios are firstly
clustered based on the Function-DT (F-DT) and Duration-DT (D-DT), respectively. The F-DT was then used to
predict an appropriate transformation function for MGC coefficient and pitch conversion, and the D-DT was used
to predict the state-based duration scaling ratio for duration conversion.
The training phase of the transformation function decision tree assigns each sample along with linguistic and
articulatory features to a single leaf node. The mean of the generation errors in the F-DT is defined as:
(2)

where ym is the m-th frame of the target speech Y, xm is the m-th frame of the source speech X,

is the

linear transformation function of the i-th state, M is the total number of frames. In order to minimize the difference
between the transformed feature vector of the source speech and the original feature vector of the target speech, the
generation error reduction was defined, which is also known as variation.
As Fig. 4 shows, the spontaneous speech generated by the proposed method (Pro_S_VD) was preferred by the
listeners in comparison with the speech synthesized using AVM, which synthesizes read speech of the target
speaker. The results between Pro_S_VD and CMLLR show that listeners also preferred the proposed method.
Some feedbacks given by the listeners show that the synthesized speech generated by the proposed method was
slightly faster than that generated by the CMLLR method, and preferably regarded as spontaneous speech.
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Figure 4 ABX preference test for speech spontaneity

This study presents an approach to improving the spontaneity in conventional HMM-based speech synthesis.
Syllable contraction was modeled using a linear transformation function constructed from the parallel read speech
and spontaneous speech with syllable contraction. Linguistic and articulatory features were utilized to categorize
the transformation functions and construct a function decision tree (F-DT) and a duration decision tree (D-DT).
The F-DT and D-DT select appropriate transformation functions for spectrum conversion and duration scaling
using linguistic and articulatory features, respectively. Evaluation results indicate that the proposed transformation
method can generate syllable contraction and improve apparent spontaneity with high naturalness and slightly
inferior speech quality.
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